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Reiki, in Japanese, can be translated as spiritual energy. 
That energy is always in you. It’s your true nature. Your 
own bright light. Reiki practice allows us to reconnect with 
that bright light. It never goes away. 

However, if we have not practiced for a while, we may feel 
disconnected from it. Our hands may not feel warm or we 
may have a tough time integrating the benefits of the 
practice. 

Do you need an attunement to reconnect with your 
practice? No. Does it hurt to get one? No. In Japanese 
tradition, attunements are seen as energetic blessings, and 
you can receive as many as you want. It can speed up the 
feeling of reconnection. However, again, it's not needed—a 
little patience and some simple energy-boosting 
meditations can not only help you reconnect to our 
practice, but also dive deeper into it. 

Here are 5 simple ways to reconnect with your Reiki 
practice: 

1. Joshin Kokyu Ho 

This simple meditation stimulates the Hara (chakras 1 & 2), 
so you feel more grounded, centered, clear and confident. 
It also builds energy and warmth to melt away stress, 
anger, and worry. It’s one of the cornerstones of traditional 
Japanese Reiki. Practice it at home, but also while 
commuting, walking or waiting in line. 

Find the “how to” in the next page.







2. Meditating with the precepts 

Kyo dakewa 
Ikaru na  
Shinpai suna Kansha shite  
Gyo o hageme  
Hito ni shinsetsu ni 

Today only:  
Do not anger.  
Do not worry.  
Be grateful. 
Practice diligently. 
Show compassion to yourself and others.  

Note: Because Japanese kanjis can be interpreted in many ways, 
there are numerous versions of the precepts in English.  

The precepts or Gokai are the foundation of Reiki 
practice. Every time we place our hands on ourselves 
with the intention of healing, we offer a session or 
meditate, we are letting go of anger and worry while 
boosting gratitude and compassion. Using the precepts 
to meditate is an easy way to incorporate the practice 
in everyday life. When you feel anger or worry (anxiety) 
at work, at a family event or anywhere, take a few 
minutes to breathe and reflect on the precepts. For 
example, take Do not anger: What hides behind your 
anger, is it indeed anger or grief, sadness, or fear? How 
is anger helping you? What is stopping you from 
doing? What do you truly need right now? 

In the next page, you’ll find other ways to meditate with 
the precepts: 



.
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3. Reiki shares and circles 

Exercising is hard for me. If I don’t go to a class, I won’t 
do it. If you’re struggling to reconnect with your 
practice on your own, Reiki shares or circles may be a 
good idea. Some of them even offer Reiju or 
attunements as part of their program (usually led by 
traditional Japanese Reiki practitioners). If there are 
none where you live, consider joining a virtual practice 
group. 

4. Hands-on healing your way 

I asked my sweet friends in a Reiki group how did they 
do to practice hands-on healing every day. They used 
creativity to find ways to practice that worked with 
their schedule and their life versus feeling pressured to 
do a full-hour, full-body treatment every day—which 
may be extremely daunting when you work long hours, 
are a new (or not so new) mom or have to balance 
many obligations. Some people would place their hands 
on their body during their commute, even if for a 
couple of minutes. Another person combined it with a 
warm bath and Epsom salts. The key is to place your 
hands on your body every day, even if it’s for a minute. 
Besides the energy work, placing our hands on 
ourselves is also a way to get out of our head and 
ground ourselves in our body, reconnecting with its 
wisdom. If you can, try to do longer practice sessions 
on weekends or whenever your schedule allows you.  
Follow your intuition to decide where to place your 
hands. If you are practicing for very little time, stick to 
one or two positions. 
When in doubt, go for the universal balancing position 
(one hand on the heart, the other on the solar plexus.) 
Remember: awareness is more important than hand 
placement. 



5. Reading 

Although most of Reiki practice should be… well… 
practice, it’s also important to refresh it with new 
knowledge, perspective or techniques that inspire you 
afresh. Here are some books that I inspired me: 

Bronwen and Frans Stiene’s The Japanese Art of Reiki 

Hiroshi Doi’s A Modern Reiki Method for Healing 

Penelope Quest’s Reiki for Life 

I’m also including my own illustrated guide. Many 
people have found its simplicity and down to earth 
quality very useful to reconnect with Reiki practice and 
discover new meditations to boost energy and 
wellbeing. 

Reiki as a Spiritual Practice: An Illustrated Guide 

https://www.amazon.com/Japanese-Art-Reiki-Practical-Self-Healing/dp/1905047029/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1546548346&sr=8-4&keywords=frans+stiene
https://www.amazon.com/Modern-Reiki-Method-Healing/dp/1886785333/ref=sr_1_cc_1?s=aps&ie=UTF8&qid=1546548509&sr=1-1-catcorr&keywords=reiki+books+hiroshi+doi
https://www.amazon.com/Reiki-Life-Updated-Complete-Practice-ebook/dp/B0152FG19G/ref=sr_1_9?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546548429&sr=1-9&keywords=reiki+books
https://www.amazon.com/Reiki-Spiritual-Practice-Illustrated-Self-healing/dp/1983423548/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1546548561&sr=1-1&keywords=nathalie+jaspar
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